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I Am Jewish Talking About My Faith
"The Holocaust Series started in the Quad Cities in 2003 with three women named Esther: Esther Avruch, Esther Katz,
and Esther Schiff. Without them, there wouldn't be a book series inspiring young readers and young authors. This series
includes stories of Holocaust survivors, soldiers who were eye-witnesses to the concentration camps, and Righteous
Gentiles, non-Jews who risked their lives to help others"-This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
In this sparkling debut, a young critic offers an original, passionate, and erudite account of what it means to feel
Jewish--even when you're not. Self-hatred. Guilt. Resentment. Paranoia. Hysteria. Overbearing Mother-Love. In this
witty, insightful, and poignant book, Devorah Baum delves into fiction, film, memoir, and psychoanalysis to present a
dazzlingly original exploration of a series of feelings famously associated with modern Jews. Reflecting on why Jews
have so often been depicted, both by others and by themselves, as prone to "negative" feelings, she queries how
negative these feelings really are. And as the pace of globalization leaves countless people feeling more marginalized,
uprooted, and existentially threatened, she argues that such "Jewish" feelings are becoming increasingly common to us
all. Ranging from Franz Kafka to Philip Roth, Sarah Bernhardt to Woody Allen, Anne Frank to Nathan Englander, Feeling
Jewish bridges the usual fault lines between left and right, insider and outsider, Jew and Gentile, and even Semite and
anti-Semite, to offer an indispensable guide for our divisive times.
North American Edition of the UK Bestseller How identity politics failed one particular identity. ‘a must read and if you
think YOU don’t need to read it, that’s just the clue to know you do.’ SARAH SILVERMAN ‘This is a brave and
necessary book.’ JONATHAN SAFRAN FOER ‘a masterpiece.’ STEPHEN FRY
Recounts how Jews assimilated into, and became accepted by, mainstream white society in the later twentieth century,
as they lost their working-class orientation
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Collects articles that are comprised of a dialogue between Jewish New Testament scholar Peter Zaas and Christian
apologist William Craig, focusing on the Jewish and Christian assesments of Jesus and the question of Jewish-Christian
relations. Original.
In this intensely passionate and compelling book, the best-selling feminist and Jewish writer Phyllis Chesler
demonstrates how old-fashioned anti-Semitism has become newly fashionable, even politically correct, and how this
plague threatens the Jews of the world, America, and Western civilization. A dangerous, worldwide coalition of Islamic
terrorists, well-intentioned but profoundly misinformed students, right wing fascists, left-wing ideologues, pious
academics, feminists, opportunistic European politicians, and sensation-seeking international media have joined together
to once again blame the Jews and the Jewish state for the current world crisis. Today, lethal activism against the Jews
often takes the form of anti-Zionism. Osama Bin Laden, for example, blamed the 9/11 World Trade Center attack on U.S.
government support for Israel. Since then, hundreds of synagogues have been burned, cemeteries and destroyed, and
Jews threatened, boycotted, beaten, and killed. Jews have been blamed for huge stock market losses and for the decline
of the world economy. The long-ago disproven Protocols of Zion, which accuse the Jews of an alleged world-conspiracy
to conquer and control the world, have been revived and promulgated in the United States, Europe, and the Middle East.
So what must we do? "Fight against the Big Lies," Chesler says. (No, the Jews do not control the world's money and
media, and the Jews did not kill Christ.) Avoid rigid, dogmatic ideologies. Focus on the world's real problems (disease,
poverty, illiteracy, violence) instead of scapegoating the Jews and demonizing the Jewish state. Be fair to Israel. Form
Jewish-Christian, Jewish-Muslim, and Jewish-Palestinian alliances. Restore campus civility and above all, Jews must
stop fighting among themselves.
A startling and profound exploration of how Jewish history is exploited to comfort the living. Renowned and beloved as a
prizewinning novelist, Dara Horn has also been publishing penetrating essays since she was a teenager. Often asked by
major publications to write on subjects related to Jewish culture—and increasingly in response to a recent wave of deadly
antisemitic attacks—Horn was troubled to realize what all of these assignments had in common: she was being asked to
write about dead Jews, never about living ones. In these essays, Horn reflects on subjects as far-flung as the
international veneration of Anne Frank, the mythology that Jewish family names were changed at Ellis Island, the
blockbuster traveling exhibition Auschwitz, the marketing of the Jewish history of Harbin, China, and the little-known life
of the "righteous Gentile" Varian Fry. Throughout, she challenges us to confront the reasons why there might be so much
fascination with Jewish deaths, and so little respect for Jewish lives unfolding in the present. Horn draws upon her
travels, her research, and also her own family life—trying to explain Shakespeare’s Shylock to a curious ten-year-old, her
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anger when swastikas are drawn on desks in her children’s school, the profound perspective offered by traditional
religious practice and study—to assert the vitality, complexity, and depth of Jewish life against an antisemitism that, far
from being disarmed by the mantra of "Never forget," is on the rise. As Horn explores the (not so) shocking attacks on the
American Jewish community in recent years, she reveals the subtler dehumanization built into the public piety that
surrounds the Jewish past—making the radical argument that the benign reverence we give to past horrors is itself a
profound affront to human dignity.
On the eve of the Six-Day War in 1967, Israel was nineteen years old and as much an adolescent as the average nineteen-yearold person. Issues of identity and transition were the talk among Israeli intellectuals, including the writer Nissim Rejwan. Was Israel
a Jewish state or a democratic state? And, most frustratingly, who was a Jew? As Nancy Berg's foreword makes clear, these
issues became more critical and complex in the two decades after the war as Israel matured into a regional power. Rejwan, an
Iraqi-born Jew whose own fate was tied to the answers, addresses the questions of those days in his letters, essays, and
remembrances collected in Israel's Years of Bogus Grandeur. Israel's overwhelming victory in 1967 brought control of the former
Palestinian territories; at the same time, Oriental Jews (i.e., those not from Europe) became a majority in the Israeli population.
The nation, already surrounded by hostile, recently humiliated Arab neighbors, now had an Arab majority (Jewish, Muslim, Druze,
and Christian) within its borders—yet European Jews continued to run the country as their own. Rejwan wrote tirelessly about the
second-class status of Arab Israelis (and especially of Arab Jews), encouraging a more inclusive attitude that might eventually
help heal the wounds left by the Six-Day War. His studies in sociology at Tel Aviv University informed his work. For his cause,
Rejwan lost his job and many of his friends but never his pen. Through Munich, Entebbe, political scandals, economic crises, and
the beginning of the Intifada, Rejwan narrates Israel's growing pains with feisty wit and unwavering honesty.
A collection of tales immortalizing the heroic deeds and visions of people Wiesel knew during and after World War II.
Marc Dollinger charts the transformation of American Jewish political culture from the Cold War liberal consensus of the early
postwar years to the rise and influence of Black Power-inspired ethnic nationalism. He shows how, in a period best known for the
rise of black antisemitism and the breakdown of the black-Jewish alliance, black nationalists enabled Jewish activists to devise a
new Judeo-centered political agenda - including the emancipation of Soviet Jews, the rise of Jewish day schools, the revitalization
of worship services with gender-inclusive liturgy, and the birth of a new form of American Zionism. Undermining widely held beliefs
about the black-Jewish alliance, Dollinger describes a new political consensus, based on identity politics, that drew blacks and
Jews together and altered the course of American liberalism.
Part of the Jewish Encounter series As might be expected from this fiercely provocative writer, David Mamet’s interest in antiSemitism is not limited to the modern face of an ancient hatred but encompasses as well the ways in which many Jews have
themselves internalized that hatred. Using the metaphor of the Wicked Son at the Passover seder—the child who asks, “What does
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this story mean to you?”—Mamet confronts what he sees as an insidious predilection among some Jews to seek truth and meaning
anywhere—in other religions, in political movements, in mindless entertainment—but in Judaism itself. At the same time, he explores
the ways in which the Jewish tradition has long been and still remains the Wicked Son in the eyes of the world. Written with the
searing honesty and verbal brilliance that is the hallmark of Mamet’s work, The Wicked Son is a scathing look at one of the most
destructive and tenacious forces in contemporary life, a powerfully thought-provoking and important book.
"The Protocols of the Elders of Zion" is almost certainly fiction, but its impact was not. Originating in Russia, it landed in the
English-speaking world where it caused great consternation. Much is made of German anti-semitism, but there was fertile soil for
"The Protocols" across Europe and even in America, thanks to Henry Ford and others.
The Merchant of Venice has been performed more often than any other comedy by Shakespeare. Molly Mahood pays special
attention to the expectations of the play's first audience, and to our modern experience of seeing and hearing the play. In a
substantial new addition to the Introduction, Charles Edelman focuses on the play's sexual politics and recent scholarship devoted
to the position of Jews in Shakespeare's time. He surveys the international scope and diversity of theatrical interpretations of The
Merchant in the 1980s and 1990s and their different ways of tackling the troubling figure of Shylock.
In the wake of Donald Trump's election and the Pittsburgh synagogue massacre, (((Semitism))) is a powerful book that examines
how we can fight anti-Semitism in America A San Francisco Chronicle Reader Recommendation The Washington Post:
"Timely...[A] passionate call to arms." Jewish Book Council: "Could not be more important or timely." Bernard-Henri Lévy: "It would
be wonderful if anti-Semitism was a European specialty and stopped at the border with the United States. Alas, this is not the
case. Jonathan Weisman’s new book (((Semitism))) shows why..." Michael Eric Dyson: "With eloquence and poignancy Weisman
shows how hatred can slowly and quietly chew away at the moral fabric of society. We now live in an age where more than ever
bigotry and oppression no longer need to hide in fear of reproach. The floodgates have opened. This is much more than a
personal response to the bigotry he experienced because of his Jewishness; Weisman has written a manifesto that outlines the
dangers of marginalizing and demonizing all minority groups. This powerful book is for all of us." Anti-Semitism has always been
present in American culture, but with the rise of the Alt Right and an uptick of threats to Jewish communities since Trump took
office, including the the Pittsburgh synagogue massacre, New York Times editor Jonathan Weisman has produced a book that
could not be more important or timely. When Weisman was attacked on Twitter by a wave of neo-Nazis and anti-Semites,
witnessing tropes such as the Jew as a leftist anarchist; as a rapacious, Wall Street profiteer; and as a money-bags financier
orchestrating war for Israel, he stopped to wonder: How has the Jewish experience changed, especially under a leader like Donald
Trump? In (((Semitism))), Weisman explores the disconnect between his own sense of Jewish identity and the expectations of his
detractors and supporters. He delves into the rise of the Alt Right, their roots in older anti-Semitic organizations, the odd
ancientness of their grievances—cloaked as they are in contemporary, techy hipsterism—and their aims—to spread hate in a
palatable way through a political structure that has so suddenly become tolerant of their views. He concludes with what we should
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do next, realizing that vicious as it is, anti-Semitism must be seen through the lens of more pressing threats. He proposes a
unification of American Judaism around the defense of self and of others even more vulnerable: the undocumented immigrants,
refugees, Muslim Americans, and black activists who have been directly targeted, not just by the tolerated Alt Right, but by the
Trump White House itself.
For more than a century, Nietzsche's views about Jews and Judaism have been subject to countless polemics. The Nazis
infamously fashioned the philosopher as their anti-Semitic precursor, while in the past thirty years the pendulum has swung in the
opposite direction. The increasingly popular view today is that Nietzsche was not only completely free of racist tendencies but also
was a principled adversary of anti-Jewish thought. Nietzsche’s Jewish Problem offers a definitive reappraisal of the controversy,
taking the full historical, intellectual, and biographical context into account. As Robert Holub shows, a careful consideration of all
the evidence from Nietzsche’s published and unpublished writings and letters reveals that he harbored anti-Jewish prejudices
throughout his life. Nietzsche’s Jewish Problem demonstrates how this is so despite the apparent paradox of the philosopher’s
well-documented opposition to the crude political anti-Semitism of the Germany of his day. As Holub explains, Nietzsche’s "antianti-Semitism" was motivated more by distaste for vulgar nationalism than by any objection to anti-Jewish prejudice. A richly
detailed account of a controversy that goes to the heart of Nietzsche’s reputation and reception, Nietzsche’s Jewish Problem will
fascinate anyone interested in philosophy, intellectual history, or the history of anti-Semitism.

Using his hilarious and insightful wit to explain the meaning of every term he covers, Jackie Mason offers a picture
window into a world of words that only he could elucidate. From yenta to schtick, Mason gives not only the literal meaning
of Yiddish words and phrases, but, as an added attraction, his own interpretive explanation.
Inspired by the final words of murdered journalist Daniel Pearl, a collection of personal essays, reflections, theological
statements, reminiscences, and stories expresses what being Jewish means to such contributors as Alan Dershowitz,
Kirk Douglas, Theodore Bikel, Dianne Feinstein, Daniel Schorr, Larry King, Harold Kushner, Norman Lear, Joe
Lieberman, and many others.
Maristella Botticini and Zvi Eckstein show that, contrary to previous explanations, this transformation was driven not by
anti-Jewish persecution and legal restrictions, but rather by changes within Judaism itself after 70 CE--most importantly,
the rise of a new norm that required every Jewish male to read and study the Torah and to send his sons to school. Over
the next six centuries, those Jews who found the norms of Judaism too costly to obey converted to other religions,
making world Jewry shrink. Later, when urbanization and commercial expansion in the newly established Muslim
Caliphates increased the demand for occupations in which literacy was an advantage, the Jews found themselves literate
in a world of almost universal illiteracy. From then forward, almost all Jews entered crafts and trade, and many of them
began moving in search of business opportunities, creating a worldwide Diaspora in the process.
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Stars of DavidProminent Jews Talk about Being JewishBroadway
A history of how anti-Semitism evolved into the Holocaust in Germany: “If any book can tell what Hitlerism was like, this
is it” (Alfred Kazin). Lucy Dawidowicz’s groundbreaking The War Against the Jews inspired waves of both acclaim and
controversy upon its release in 1975. Dawidowicz argues that genocide was, to the Nazis, as central a war goal as
conquering Europe, and was made possible by a combination of political, social, and technological factors. She explores
the full history of Hitler’s “Final Solution,” from the rise of anti-Semitism to the creation of Jewish ghettos to the brutal
tactics of mass murder employed by the Nazis. Written with devastating detail, The War Against the Jews is the definitive
and comprehensive book on one of history’s darkest chapters.
Between the late 1700s and the 1920s, nearly one-third of the world’s Jews emigrated to new lands. Crossing borders
and often oceans, they followed paths paved by intrepid peddlers who preceded them. This book is the first to tell the
remarkable story of the Jewish men who put packs on their backs and traveled forth, house to house, farm to farm,
mining camp to mining camp, to sell their goods to peoples across the world. Persistent and resourceful, these peddlers
propelled a mass migration of Jewish families out of central and eastern Europe, north Africa, and the Ottoman Empire to
destinations as far-flung as the United States, Great Britain, South Africa, and Latin America. Hasia Diner tells the story
of millions of discontented young Jewish men who sought opportunity abroad, leaving parents, wives, and sweethearts
behind. Wherever they went, they learned unfamiliar languages and customs, endured loneliness, battled the elements,
and proffered goods from the metropolis to people of the hinterlands. In the Irish Midlands, the Adirondacks of New York,
the mining camps of New South Wales, and so many other places, these traveling men brought change—to themselves
and the families who later followed, to the women whose homes and communities they entered, and ultimately to the
geography of Jewish history.
Jews and French Quebecers recounts a saga of intense interest for the whole of Canada, let alone societies elsewhere.
This work, now translated into English, represents the viewpoints of two friends from differing cultural and religious
traditions. One is a French Quebecer and a Christian; the other is Jewish and also calls Quebec his home. Both men are
bilingual. Jacques Langlais and David Rome examine the merging — through alterations of close co-operation and sociopolitical clashes — of two Quebec ethno-cultural communities: one French, already rooted in the land of Quebec and its
religio-cultural tradition; the other, Jewish, migrating from Europe through the last two centuries, equally rooted in its
Jewish-Yiddish tradition. In Quebec both communities have learned to build and live together as well as to share their
respective cultural heritages. This remarkable experience, two hundred years of intercultural co-vivance, in a world
fraught with ethnic tensions serves as a model for both Canada and other countries.
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In this powerful and wide-ranging collection of essays, letters and diary entries, weaving together all the periods of the
author's life -- from his childhood in Transylvania to Auschwitz and Buchenwald, Paris, New York -- Elie Wiesel,
acclaimed as one of the most gifted and sensitive writers of our time, probes, from the particular point of view of his
Jewishness, such central moral and political issues as Zionism and the Middle East conflict, Solzhenitsyn and Soviet antiSemitism, the obligations of American Jews toward Israel, the Holocaust and its cheapening in the media.
Annotation A history of Jews in American that is informed by the constant process of negotiation undertaken by ordinary Jews in
their communities who wanted at one and the same time to be good Jews and full Americans.
Discusses various ways the Jewish people have understood God, and how to build on these lessons to explore and deepen
personal spirituality.
In this urgent book, Alan M. Dershowitz shows why American Jews are in danger of disappearing - and what must be done now to
create a renewed sense of Jewish identity for the next century. In previous times, the threats to Jewish survival were external - the
virulent consequences of anti-Semitism. Now, however, in late-twentieth-century America, the danger has shifted. Jews today are
more secure, more accepted, more assimilated, and more successful than ever before. They've dived into the melting pot - and
they've achieved the American Dream. And that, according to Dershowitz, is precisely the problem. More than 50 percent of Jews
will marry non-Jews, and their children will most often be raised as non-Jews. Which means, in the view of Dershowitz, that
American Jews will vanish as a distinct cultural group sometime in the next century - unless they act now. Speaking to concerned
Jews everywhere, Dershowitz calls for a new Jewish identity that focuses on the positive - the 3,500-year-old legacy of Jewish
culture, values, and traditions. Dershowitz shows how this new Jewish identity can compete in America's open environment of
opportunity and choice - and offers concrete proposals on how to instill it in the younger generation.
Founder of modern-day Lutheranism, Martin Luther (1483-1546) confronted many opponents, most notably, the Jews. Their
religion directly denied Jesus as Messiah, and their arrogance, lies, usury, and hatred of humanity meant that they posed a mortal
threat to society. Hence, said Luther, the harshest of measures are warranted. A shocking book.
Interviews with American Jews of the postwar generation offer an overview of what ethnicity and faith have come to mean, and
explore the conflict between traditional group loyalties and secular society
Tells story of Irena Sendler who organized the rescue of 2,500 Jewish children during World War II, and the teenagers who started
the investigation into Irena's heroism.
As a youth, the author, who had two Jewish grandparents, was defined as a Jew by Vichy France; his parents, however, refused
to register the family as Jews. (In March 1944 Corcos and his brother fled to Spain and joined the Allied Forces in North Africa.)
States that antisemites consider Jewishness to be inherited and to embody inferior, evil traits. This view is based on two false
biological premises: that there are pure races of humans, and that some races are superior to others. Rejects these premises by
considering modern biology and Jewish history. The latter indicates that the Jews cannot be a race, due to their lack of sexual
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isolation; diversity among Jews is a result of both intermarriage and proselytism. Sees the Spanish "limpieza de sangre" statutes
and the Inquisition as precursors of Nazi racism. Observes that sometimes Jews have joined antisemites in accepting biological
determinism. Intermarriage in countries such as China, India, and the USA has led to considerable biological diversity among Jews
and to the reduction of diversity between Jews and non-Jews, if such diversity existed at all. Stresses that if antisemites have
worried about "contamination" of their "race" by the Jews they have already missed the boat since Jews have mixed with non-Jews
for many centuries.
"Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant and enjoyable study."—Géza Vermès, Times Literary Supplement In this exciting book, Paula
Fredriksen explains the variety of New Testament images of Jesus by exploring the ways that the new Christian communities
interpreted his mission and message in light of the delay of the Kingdom he had preached. This edition includes an introduction
reviews the most recent scholarship on Jesus and its implications for both history and theology. "Brilliant and lucidly written, full of
original and fascinating insights."—Reginald H. Fuller, Journal of the American Academy of Religion "This is a first-rate work of a
first-rate historian."—James D. Tabor, Journal of Religion "Fredriksen confronts her documents—principally the writings of the New
Testament—as an archaeologist would an especially rich complex site. With great care she distinguishes the literary images from
historical fact. As she does so, she explains the images of Jesus in terms of the strategies and purposes of the writers Paul,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John."—Thomas D’Evelyn, Christian Science Monitor
"Absorbing, delightful, hilarious, breathtaking and the best and most relevant novel I’ve read in what feels like forever." —Taffy BrodesserAkner, The New York Times Book Review Corbin College, not quite upstate New York, winter 1959–1960: Ruben Blum, a Jewish
historian—but not an historian of the Jews—is co-opted onto a hiring committee to review the application of an exiled Israeli scholar specializing
in the Spanish Inquisition. When Benzion Netanyahu shows up for an interview, family unexpectedly in tow, Blum plays the reluctant host to
guests who proceed to lay waste to his American complacencies. Mixing fiction with nonfiction, the campus novel with the lecture, The
Netanyahus is a wildly inventive, genre-bending comedy of blending, identity, and politics that finds Joshua Cohen at the height of his
powers.
A study of the structure and development of three religions in America from a sociological viewpoint
Capturing the diversity of Jewish religious and ethnic identity, a collection of intimate conversations with sixty-one prominent Jews--including
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Richard Dreyfuss, Leonard Nimoy, Steven Spielberg, Sarah Jessica Parker, Beverly Sills, and Mike Wallace--reveals
how they feel about their Jewish identity, religion, tradition, faith, and prejudice. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
A new edition of Marcus Eli Ravage's cutting two essays on the hypocrisy of Christian anti-Semitism, written at a time when that sentiment
was on the rise in America and Europe. Now with an extended afterword and appendices dealing with specific points raised by the author.
The author, a prominent Jewish journalist, was angered by the tide of rising anti-Semitism in the early 20th century, pointed out that if people
were looking for a "Jewish conspiracy" then they should stop talking about Communism or Capitalism, but face up to the fact that
Christianity--and therefore the post-Roman Western Civilization--has a Jewish spiritual, historical, intellectual and even moral basis. "Our
tribal customs have become the core of your moral code . . . A Jewish rebel-prophet is the central figure in your religious worship . . . Half
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your wars, great and little, are religious wars, fought over the interpretation of one thing or another in our teachings . . . We have imposed
upon you an alien book and an alien faith which you cannot swallow or digest, which is at cross-purposes with your native spirit . . . Your
religion, your education, your morals, your social, governmental and legal systems, are fundamentally of our making . . . You Christians do
not seem to know where your religion came from, nor how, nor why." With an afterword by Professor H. E. James which investigates the
author's claims and provides a full review of the Jewish origins of Christianity, post-Roman and modern Western liberal thought, and much
more. A book which will shock Christians, Jews and atheists alike. Contents Chapter I: Background to the Author Chapter II: Text of Marcus
Eli Ravage's "A Real Case Against the Jews: One of Them Points Out the Full Depth of Their Guilt." Chapter III: Text of Marcus Eli Ravage's
"The Jew: Commissary to the Gentiles, The First to See the Possibilities of War by Propaganda." Chapter IV: Professor H. E. James: An
Analysis of Marcus Eli Ravage's Claims Appendix 1: The Common Origin of Christianity, Judaism and Islam Appendix 2: Jesus Refused to
Abolish Biblical Jewish Law Appendix 3: The Jewish Nature of the New Testament Appendix 4: Saul/Paul of Tarsus, the Jewish Apostle of
Christianity to the Non-Jewish World Appendix 5: Jesus was Jewish, According to the Bible Appendix 6: Facsimile of the original article "A
Real Case against the Jews." Appendix 7: Facsimile of the original article "Commissary to the Gentiles."
Genesis -- Exodus -- Revolution -- New York -- Constitutions -- Statesmanship -- Church and State -- Law and Politics.
Provides insights into the Jewish spiritual life including the quest for meaning, faith, identity, community, and holiness.
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